
Assembly instructions for Face Masks

Assemble: pattern, scissors, pins, wire cutters and needle nose pliers to cut and shape 5 inch piece of 19 gauge
stainless steel wire, fabric covered corded elastic (2 pieces @ 10 inches each) 14 X7 inch piece of fabric (100 %
cotton or poly cotton blend with very tight weave - 400 count cotton sheets work well. --and a sewing machine.

Step 1: Cut out pattern piecesA & B. You will notice
that the outer layer (A) is wider and slightly longer.

Step 2: Pin pattern to fabric and cut out.

curved seams

Step 3: Stitch the curved seams togetherfor bothA
and B.

Step 5: Pin then stitch together the top seams A and B. Notice
that one seam allowance faces one way and the other seam
allowance faces the opposite direction. This will allow for the bulk
to be distributed. But also, should any of the seam stitches come
loose the fabric will still cover over the seam itself and not allow
the germs to escape through the opening. Turn mask right side
out and iron the seam flat.
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Step 6: This is the tricky step. Using a wire cutter, cut a piece of wire 5 inches long
(must be stainless steel so it won't rust). With a needle nose pliers shape the ends
into loops. Place the shaped wire in-between the outer layer and the seam allowance
on the inside and turn the fabric so the outside is on the outside again. Center the
wire and pin in the middle to hold in place. Place another pin in front of the wire loops
on either side to hold them in place and keep the wire from getting off center.
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Step 4: lron seams to one side.
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Step 6 continued: Then, having set your machine to
its widest zigzaglsatin stitch, align your fabric and
stitch the wire into place so that the thread will hold
your wire close to the top of the mask. This step can
breaks needles. I suggest that if you are
uncomfortable machine sewing the wire into place
then hand stitch it. But for the production of many
masks this it would be very time consuming and
Iabor intensive. Tip: I manually let my machine do a
couple stitches to make sure I am lined up properly
before I engaged the pedal. lt took me a few times
and a couple broken needles to get the hang of it.
Make sure that the zigzag stitch goes inside the loop
as well as outside, othenruise it will shift.

Step 9:

Fold the sides to
create the casing for
the elastic and stitch
down. Make sure you
anchor your stitches
at the top and bottom
Take care to fold the
casing according to
the pattern as to
catch the shorter
inner layer as you
stitch.

Step 7:Turn fabric inside out and line up the bottom
seam, pin and stitch.

Step 8:Turn fabric outside out and iron bottom seam
flat. Top stitch both top and bottom seams. You will
have to avoid the wire by topstitching the top as
shown in the illustration. You will notice that the fabric
naturally wants to curve the right way because the
inner layer is a little shorter.

Slep 10: Push the corded elastic through the casing
on each side and tie loosely using an overhand
knot. The wearer will adjust the elastic to his/her
size.
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